Moriel’s Dispute with David Nathan
A Chronological Sequence of the Evidence
- David was appointed as the Moriel South Africa administrator on the 20th of November of 2014.
- The only point of doctrine that was discussed before being appointed was regarding the timing of the
Rapture of the Church. At no time was his doctrine ever evaluated until very recently.
- Jacob often commended him and his ministry to others. Below are just two of many examples.

- Up until May of 2018 after being with Moriel for 3½ there had been no issues regarding his doctrine
- At this point, heI had ministered alongside Jacob at numerous conferences, teaching days and Jacob had
on occasion come to listen to him minister in London. He never questioned anything he heard David teach.
- From the previous email, it is evident that he would from time to time listen to messages we had uploaded
to our YouTube channel. Still with no concerns raised regarding David’s doctrine.
- In May of 2018, David met with Jacob Prasch and David Lister in Los Angeles
- The main purpose of this meeting was to discus a replacement to take over the duties of Moriel
administrator for South Africa as he could no longer perform the function. Jacob and David’s main concern
was for the ongoing safety of David’s family and they spent much time persuading him to emigrate. The
rest of the meeting was taken up with an issue that had arisen in a particular church, David’s future
involvement with Moriel and a very brief discussion of no more than 5 minutes regarding the millennium.
This was treated as a side-line issue which David committed to clarify at an opportune time.
- No deadline was ever given nor a method of delivering the clarification i.e. the Moriel Magazine.

- Moriel has on numerous occasions, either on social media or on YouTube emphatically stated that they
followed up on their request for David to issue a clarification of his position on the millennial sacrifices.
- They have emphatically insisted that they gave him a deadline to have an article for the August Moriel
Quarterly addition
- They further assert that they repeatedly followed up this request by asking him for his submission and that
they did all in their power to remind him to have this submission ready for the magazine.
- David has asked Moriel for proof that they tried to follow-up but nothing has been forthcoming.
- A couple within Moriel, who have recently resigned also asked Jacob directly for this proof and nothing
was ever forthcoming.

- On the 11th of July 2018 David submitted an article on The Tulip of Calvinism” for the upcoming Moriel
Quarterly to amongst others, David Lister.
- David Lister reads the submissions as he has commented on previous submissions prior to them being
included in the magazine.
- He never makes any comment on David’s submission and it is included in a draft dated 6th August 2018
just 2 days before he am dismissed.
- Either David Lister did not have an opportunity to read the article or he read it and approved it. Only David
Lister knows the truth.

- Below is the email containing the draft of the Quarterly magazine.
- If David had been asked to submit a clarification of his understanding of sacrifices in the Millennium then
why after having his initial article in his possession, did David Lister not ask why David had not submitted
the said clarification.
- David Lister had David Nathan’s in his possession for 11 days and yet he made no attempt to contact David
and ask for the promised clarification?
- There was never a deadline given nor any follow up made as Moriel adamantly proclaim. If they are being
truthful in their claims, then where is the proof that many including David have asked for?
- A PDF of the draft magazine is available on www.bolm.co.za

- Below is the of the Quarterly magazine with David’s article indexed on page 10.

- The only correspondence that David received from Jacob and David Lister regarding a response comprised
of the two emails below both dated the 22nd of July 2018. Only one of which was directed at him.
- In the first email, David Lister says that they were going to put this into the Quarterly. This was never
discussed with David and the evidence of this will follow.
- It appears that Jacob had committed to this couple that David Nathan would respond to their concerns
directly. He was not made aware of this nor asked to by Jacob at any time.

- Jacob then responds directly to George and Yvonne who appear to have been somewhat involved in
initiated the whole millennial controversy on the same day, 22nd July 2018
- Jacob is under the impression that I have already issued a statement and makes no mention of the Moriel
Quarterly.
- He also says that I had misrepresented my position and had been misunderstood.

- Between the 30th of July when I received the invitation until the 8th of August the only other
correspondence I had with Jacob or anyone else from Moriel was regarding the conference subject for
2019 (email below)

- On the 30th of July 2018, Jacob invited David to speak with him at the Moriel Northern Conference in 2019
- Below is one of the emails that pertain to this.

- Between the 30th of July when David received the invitation until the 8th of August the only other
correspondence he had with Jacob or anyone else from Moriel was regarding the conference subject for
2019 (email below)
- Up to this point he had absolutely no idea that Moriel had any concerns over his doctrine other than the
millennium.

- Then on the 10th of August 2018 I received the following email with a PDF attachment.
- The PDF letter terminating Moriel’s relationship with David can be downloaded at www.bolm.co.za

- David responded within hours of receiving the email on 10th of August with the following email asking for
grace to finish his ministry trip in the UK before responding in full to Moriel’s allegations.
- He never received a response to this or any other email that he sent to Moriel or it’s board.

- On the 25th of August Moriel TV post the following letter from Jacob Prasch in reference to David Nathan.
The post has since been removed but not before it was widely circulated and saved.
UNSCRIPTURAL REASONING - and it’s only uneatable fruit
RELIGIOSITY, SELF ABASEMENT, & WINGING PSEUDO-SPIRITUAL
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN SOMEONE WHOSE VIEWS YOU NORMALLY VALUE AND RESPECT DECIDES TO SHOVEL MANURE AND PRETENDS IT TO BE ICE CREAM?
What God’s Word Actually Teaches & Tells Us About Being Infiltrated and the Need to Expect
1st - The incredible Messianic prophetic prediction of Judas Iscariot in Psalm 49:1 is striking:
“My Friend Whom I Trusted and Ate My Bread has Lifted up his Heel against Me”.
While fully Divine, also being fully human christologically, even Jesus at one point did not yet know in His humanness that Judas inspired by the devil had
infiltrated His inner circle of Disciples. The Apostles didn’t know until The Last Supper.
DO WE FAULT JESUS FOR NOT KNOWING ABOUT JUDAS UNTIL A LATER POINT, OR THE APOSTLES FOR NOT KNOWING THEY WERE INFILTRATED UNTIL EVEN
LATER?
2nd - In 1 John 2:18-20 we are told that in the End Times specifically as we approach the antichrist, as in the early Apostolic church, there are those who “went
out from among us” who ‘were shown to be not truly of us’. Their identities were not evident initially, but later shown by their actions etc.
DOES JOHN FAULT BELIEVERS FOR NOT SEEING THROUGH THEM INITIALLY?
3rd - DO WE FAULT THE APOSTLE PAUL FOR FAILING TO PROPERLY IDENTIFY AT FIRST THOSE WHO SOUGHT TO HARM HIM & HIS MINISTRY SUCH AS
ALEXANDER THE COPPERSMITH or HYMENEUS? DO WE BLAST PAUL FOR NOT PEGGING THOSE WHO ABANDONED HIM AND LOVED THIS PRESENT WORLD
LIKE DEMAS IN 2 TIMOTHY: 4?
4th - We are told directly in Daniel 11: 33-35 that at the close if the age the epic of the
Maccabees will be replayed with those having insight seeking to enlighten many being
joined by hypocrites who have their own agenda. WE ARE TOLD TO ANTICIPATE THIS.
DOES ANYONE FAULT THE MACCABEES FOR NOT INITIALLY SEEING THROUGH THOSE WHO JOINED THEM WITH WRONG MOTIVES AND WHO WOULD BETRAY
THEM?
We are in fact rather told that such deceivers are demonically camouflaged a ‘angels of light’ in 2 Corinthians, and Paul himself admits that he was battered
by those later proving to be false brethren. Yes, they could even get by Jesus & the Apostles up to a certain point.
Even The Lord Jesus Himself while as fully human did not see what His friend Judas was and would eventually do; and we servants are not above our Master.
The Apostles, the early church, and the Maccabees all accepted brethren who proved to be nefarious and of ill intent. At the close if the age as we approach
the return of Christ yet anticipate the antichrist, this continues and we are warned to expect it.
Daniel 11 makes it clear moreover that it will be those with the most insight who will be the most targeted. While such infiltrators are unwelcome and
destructively ugly in their antics, we are told to expect them. If we do not have such infiltrators, it means we are of no threat to the enemy.
We certainly do not and should not count such infiltrators as blessings by any means, but judging scripturally the fact that we get them is an indicator that we
are on the right track.
Yes, we should learn from such experiences, but to fault other believers for the infiltration
is just not scriptural. In that because we would need to fault Jesus, the Apostles, and The Maccabees. Such false wisdom is the self-abasing, it is religiosity,
not authentic spirituality.
A constant battle we have at our children’s work in The Philippines is the fight against the mosquito borne Dengue fever after the monsoon season that can
kill little kids.
We aggressively fumigate the area with insecticides and put up screens all over the place.
But somehow a few always get in. The team swats them on sight. Despite best efforts to screen them out, they manage to sneak inside in boxes of fruit,
hidden in clothing, and in any kind of crack they can find. They are nasty killers and we try our best every year to keep them out and away from the kids, and
to keep the kids away from them (they infest the rubbish dump from where we rescued the kids). But no one gets angry at our mission team when a few gain
entry as long as they drop everything and swat them. That is just the way it is. The Dengues infiltrate.
At Moriel we screen false teachers out. We advise people to keep clear of false teachers. Yet

infiltrators infiltrate. That is what infiltrators do! You will never prevent all of them from getting in.
You can only get rid of them when they do get in and warn about them. That is what we do, that is what we did do, and that is all God expects us to do.
In Christ,
Jacob Prasch
Moriel

- Moriel had undertaken in their initial letter to David not to speak ill of him either privately or publically as
seen in an extract from the letter below.

We conclude by assuring you of our personal best wishes for God's blessings to you
and to your family. We do not intend in any way to speak ill of you either privately or
publicly and if pressed for explanation by anyone we will simply forward anyone
inquiring your own foundation teaching saying we cannot fully sanction or endorse all
of the content (although we do agree with some of it) and suggest they contact you or
Bread of Life ministries.

- On the 28th of August 2018 David receives an email from the administrator of a YouTube channel that
hosts his teaching.
- They have been requested by C.C.O.D. Marco Quintana’s church (Moriel Board Member) to remove his
teachings.

- David respondes graciously with the following email on the 28th August 2018

- On the Sunday the 26th of August, Community Church of Devore issue this statement and remove all of
David’s teachings from their YouTube channel.
- David had spoken numerous times at CCOD having been invited by Marco Quintana

- Once David returns to South Africa after his Ministry in the UK he responds to Moriel in full on the 3rd of
September 2018..
- A PDF of this response dates 3rd September 2018 is available at www.bolm.co.za
- On 4thd of September 2018 David is sent the following email from a 3rd party not affiliated to Moriel
stating that Moriel will be adding new charges against David.
- David immediately sends Moriel an email asking them

